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What is it? 

Scarborough, a Nielsen service, surveys more than 210,000 people 18 years of age 
and older across the country to capture local consumer trends in large and mid -tier 
markets. Surveys are completed market by market during a 12-month period across 
more than 140 metro survey area which are grouped by counties.   
 
Within each market, Nielsen Scarborough conducts phone interviews, distributes 

survey booklets, television diaries and internet surveys. These studies measure the 

trends, attitudes and behaviors of consumers in the local markets where they live.  

What to know 

The Nielsen Scarborough data is broken down into 2 distinct categories: hyperlocal & 

multimarket. 

Hyperlocal – Questions asked to people in less than 10 markets 
Multimarket – Questions asked to people in 10 or more markets 
 
Data is available at the county, city, ZIP Code, census tract, and block group level for each 
of the metro survey areas. 
 
Subscribers to this dataset also have access to Nielsen’s exclusive geographic unit – 

Designated Market Areas (DMAs).  

If you see N/A for an area you are researching, it is possible that data variable 

was not asked in the market you are analyzing. Please refer to the variable’s 

metadata (variable tree within the metadata) to view which markets that data is 

available. 
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Hyperlocal & Multimarket Maps 

(1) An Area Divided; Chicago Cubs vs Chicago White Sox - Hyperlocal 

In the example below, we are mapping Census Tracts in the Chicago DMA. The variables 

analyzed are:  

% Hyperlocal Data | Chicago, IL | Activities/travel past 12 months | Events 

attended/places visited past 12 months | Chicago Cubs baseball game 

% Hyperlocal Data | Chicago, IL | Activities/travel past 12 months | Events 

attended/places visited past 12 months | Chicago White Sox baseball game 

Notice the mapped variables are classified as Hyperlocal. The metadata reveals 

that these survey questions about the White Sox and Chicago Cubs was asked in 

the following markets: South Bend, IN; Peoria, IL; Rockford, IL; Chicago, IL; 

Milwaukee, WI. Per the note on page one, less than 10 markets is classified as 

Hyperlocal. 

 

               White Sox                                                                                         Cubs 
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(2) Multimarket Data Example – High Interest in Baseball 

The image below maps a more general, multimarket data variable: 

% Multimarket Data | Leisure activities | Current level of interest in Major League 

Baseball (MLB) | Very 

 

This question about interest in baseball was asked in more than 10 markets and 

is therefore classified as a Multimarket data variable. This means you can create 

the above image in any of the markets this question was asked. See the image 

below for a complete list of markets this question was asked in. 
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Multimarket View – Benchmarking DMA Data in a 

Comparison Table 

The multimarket variables are a great way to benchmark data against other locations and 

the United States. Below we are comparing cat ownership, organic food purchases, 

electric vehicle ownership, relocation plans, and visiting casinos across 6 different DMAs, 

and the USA. 

 

The table shows that households in the Portland, OR (DMA) are about twice as 

likely to own a hybrid vehicle than the USA average. It also shows that people in 

the Miami, FL (DMA) are about 10% more likely to buy organic food than adults 

in Chattanooga.  
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Hyperlocal & Multimarket Variables in a Related Data 

Table – Grocery Stores 

You can use Scarborough data in a Related 

Data table to identify the top responses for a 

myriad of different subject areas.  

To the left, we are looking at the most popular 

national grocery stores shopped the most in 

the Atlanta DMA.  

Below is a look at the most popular local 

grocery stores in the Atlanta DMA. 
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Ranking Locations Using a Ranking Table 

The Ranking table in SimplyAnalytics allows you to rank locations within one larger 

geography (i.e. all counties in the USA, all ZIP Codes in a state, etc.). Two examples 

presented below: 

(1) Ranking DMA’s within the USA 

The Ranking table below shows the market share of Delta Airlines used in the past year 

within each DMA in the US. 
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(2) Ranking smaller geographies within your DMA – Red Rocks 

Amphitheatre 

Below we are looking at the top ZIP Codes in the Denver DMA who attended the world-

famous Red Rocks Amphitheatre within the past year. Ranked variable: % Hyperlocal 

Data | Denver, CO | Activities/travel past 12 months | Events attended/places visited past 12 

months | Red Rocks Amphitheatre event 
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Final Notes 

Nielsen Scarborough uses actual survey results at the DMA level. Data at the county, city 

level, Zip Code, Census Tract and Block Group level are estimated by using a statistical 

modeling process. This process utilizes the Scarborough respondent-level data, including 

counties/ZIP codes of residence and demographic information, to estimate the count of 

responses at both the block group and ZIP code level. Other levels of geography are 

aggregated from block groups. The model is constrained such that DMA-level totals match 

the estimated totals from the source Scarborough survey. 

 


